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Abstract
Grain boundaries are important in polycrystalline materials as they control the overall
microstructural evolution and serve as both sinks and sources for dislocation activities in the
material. Substituting crystalline atoms at the grain boundary region with amorphous intergranular
films, it is possible to enhance dislocation absorption and so, reduce crack nucleation and growth
at the interface. In this study, we have used Molecular Dynamics simulations to investigate the
interface energy and their deformation mechanism under various mechanical loading of bi-crystal
and polycrystal copper with the amorphous intergranular film. We have found that the presence of
amorphous intergranular films reduces the interface energy and orientation dependence cannot be
observed anymore. We have investigated both the effects of grain size (3 nm to 17 nm) and
amorphous intergranular film thicknesses (0.5 nm to 1.5 nm). We have found a strong effect of the
amorphous intergranular films in the strength of the material by causing a shift in the strongest
grain size to a larger size. Moreover, we have found changes in the deformation mechanism due to
the presence of the amorphous intergranular films from dislocation mechanism to grain boundary
activity. Finally, thermal stability has been observed in the nanocrystalline copper with amorphous
intergranular films during high-temperature creep.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Nanocrystalline (NC) materials are defined as materials having an average grain size from a
few to 100 nm. NC materials demonstrate unique mechanical and physical properties like high
hardness [1] and fatigue resistance [2] along with an order of magnitude increment in the strength
leading them to an utmost interest for a wide range of applications. [3]–[10] These unique
properties owe to their special structural features like a dramatic increment in the volume fraction
of the material at the grain boundaries (GBs) due to the grain refinement. [11], [12] In spite of
possessing these superior material properties, NC materials have two major limitations which
might be connected to the preponderance of GBs: (a) lack of ductility, and (b) limited thermal
stability. Therefore, researchers have been trying to find a way to overcome these limitations in
order to utilizing the NC materials to its fullest potential. [13], [14]
GB complexion is a general concept; the amorphous interfacial film (AIF) is just one type of
GB complexion. [15]–[17] [18] It has been proposed that the AIF can be used as a nanostructuring
method for the prolonged tradeoff between strength and ductility by improving both properties at
the same time. For the first time, this AIF has been introduced in a Cu-Zr system with a onedimensional pillar which made it first of its kind. Researchers have found experimentally that the
presence of the AIF not only improved the toughness of the material but also lead a way in the
improvement of thermal stability. [19] For our research, we would like to explore the size effect
of the AIF in the same Cu-Zr system; specially in the bulk material. Again, it would be interesting
to investigate whether the fundamental mechanism of deformation could be changed due to this
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new GB restructuring to AIF. By finding these answers, it can open the door for more bulk
materials and might be also possible to predict more novel properties of the NC materials in future.
Experimental techniques provide valuable insights corresponding to the different aspects of
material science, but it comes with the expense of expensive facilities. Sometimes it is challenging
to analyze the specimen without ignoring the practical issues. As a result, atomistic simulations
have been used vastly to study the GB deformation process and other related phenomena due to its
accuracy, flexibility and economic efficiency. In this thesis, the proposed method to investigate the
effect of AIFs is molecular dynamics (MD) simulation.
1.2. Objective
In this thesis, MD simulations are used to study the effect of the AIF in both bi-crystal and
NC materials. This research has three primary objectives:
•

To investigate the effect of the AIF on the interfacial energy of bi-crystal Cu

•

To study if there is size effect by varying both grain sizes and AIF thicknesses when
the regular interface is substituted with the AIF.

•

To understand the role of AIF in the deformation mechanism in NC metals.

1.3. Outline
In chapter 2, we present a thorough literature review. This chapter begins with the introductory
information on NC metals, their deformation process, and their mechanical properties. Then it
reviews the GB complexion, how GB complexion affects the deformation mechanism of the NC
metals and the latest approach by introducing this complexion in the GB region to improve the
strength and ductility of NC metals.
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In chapter 3, we explain the complete methodology used in performing the simulations during
this research work. We describe the models, the MD method and all the parameters that have been
used in this work.
In chapter 4, we explain the result of this research work including the effect of the AIF in the
energy of bi-crystal Cu, the influence of the AIF in the deformation mechanism in the NC models
with different grain size and GB widths and corresponding discussions.
In chapter 5, we summarize the whole work and conclude the results with some future work
suggestions.
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CHAPTER 2 Literature review
2.1 GBs
2.1.1. Structure of GBs
The interface between two crystallites or grains of the same material with different
orientations in a crystalline material in a manner that material is continuous across this interface is
called GB. [20] Five macroscopic parameters are needed to describe the geometry of a GB
uniquely. Among them, three macroscopic parameters in a cubic system are the rotational axis
cosines [u v w] (two parameters) and the rotation angle θ(one parameter); the other two define the
normal of the interface plane. [21]
With this terminology a GB is said to be tilt if the axis of rotation [u v w] is in the plane of
GB, it is twisted if the rotation axis [u v w] is perpendicular to GB plane and if the rotation axis is
inclined, the GB is called mixed. On the other hand, if the plane between two grains can be
expressed by{h k l}1 = {h k l}2 , the boundary is called symmetric otherwise it is asymmetric. [21]
Schematic diagrams of different GBs are shown in Figure 2-1.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-1: GBs based on relative orientation and rotation axes. (a) Twist boundary; (b)
symmetric tilt boundary, and (c) asymmetric tilt boundary [21]
2.1.2. GB energy
GB energy is the amount of work required to create one unit of GB through a thermodynamic
process. In other words, GB energy per unit is, γ, is the excess free energy per unit area that exists
in the system due to the presence of the GB. GB energy is a function of thermodynamic parameters
like temperature (T), pressure (P), the chemical potential (μi) or composition. [22] The lowest
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energy can be achieved when two adjacent grains have the same orientation, i.e., there is no GB
between them. By rotating one grain relative to the other, the energy increases, but there are some
special angles of rotation, for which the energy is a local minimum. [23] The reason behind this
lower energy is that there are some sites on GB which coincide with both adjacent grains. Figure
2-2 shows the variation in GB energy with respect to misorientation angle between the grains.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-2: Dependence of the energy of symmetric 〈110〉 tilt boundaries in Al on the tilt
angle 𝛷. The indices given in the figure are Miller indices of the corresponding GB planes. [24]
These special sites where the GB energy becomes minimum are known as coincidence site
lattice (CSL). [21] CSL theory describes the formation of these special GBs. Based on this theory,
the misorientation angle between two grains cannot be any arbitrary value since the free energy
becomes high and the material tends to decrease it, so the misorientation angle should be a local
minimum to be stable. To measure the coincidence sites, a parameter Σ has been defined which is
the ratio of volume cell of CSL to the volume cell of the crystal lattice.

Σ =

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑆𝐿
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒

(2 − 1)

From Figure 2-3, we can see a schematic diagram for CSL in Σ=5 and Σ=3 in a bi-crystal.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-3: Coincidence lattice unit cells viewed along the rotation axis (a) of a Σ=5 bi-crystal:
rotation around the 001 axis in a body-centered cubic (bcc) lattice; (b) of a Σ=3 bi-crystal: rotation
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around 011 in a face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice (here four coincidence cells are represented). The
common points of the lattices are bicolored. Different point sizes indicate different positions along
the normal to the scheme. The projection of the crystalline lattices is indicated by dashed lines.
[21]
2.2. NC materials
NC materials consist of single or multi-phase polycrystals at the nanoscale regime. Usually,
they fall in the range of 1 x 10-9 to 250 x 10-9 m. [2] This material has been a subject of widespread
research over the past couple of decades because of their potential in numerous applications. [25]–
[29] NC materials contain a large volume fraction of atoms at the GBs.
Palumbo et al.[3] first showed that approximately 30% of the material is located in the GB
region for an average grain size of 10 nm. Figure 2-4 shows the increment in volume fraction of
atoms with the reduction of grain size.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-4: Volume fraction vs. grain size curve. [3]
It leads to high strength-to-weight ratios for this material. As a result, their physical,
mechanical and chemical properties are much different compared to conventional coarse-grained
PC materials. [30], [31]
2.2.1.

Plasticity in conventional PC materials and Hall-Petch (HP) relation

Plastic deformation of coarse-grained PC materials is generally mediated by the nucleation
and motion of dislocations-line defects of the regular crystal lattice. Under mechanical loading,
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multiple dislocations generate in the slip planes so that dislocation motion can easily occur and
lead to plastic deformation. In other words, during plastic deformation, dislocations must be
primarily generated in these slip planes. As a result of the mechanical loading, these generated
dislocations move through the crystalline lattice, i.e. the grains till they come across a different
GB. [32] As GBs are a collection of large atomic disorder, a GB region results in a discontinuity
of slip planes from one grain to another. Therefore, a cluster of dislocations piles up together at the
GB. The amount of dislocation pile-up increases when the grain size is decreased because of the
greater total GB area. As a result, higher applied stress is required to move the dislocations leading
to higher yield strength. Thus, there is an inverse relationship between yield stress and grain size
which is described by the famous HP equation: [33]

𝜎𝑦 = 𝜎𝑜 +

𝑘𝑦
√𝑑

(2-2)

Here, 𝜎𝑦 is the yield stress, 𝜎𝑜 is materials constant for initial stress to nucleate dislocations,
𝑘𝑦 is a constant specific to each material and d is the average grain diameter. Due to the HP effect,
NC materials have been established as high-hardness materials. Moreover, the HP effect is
believed to be outcome of the GBs hindering dislocation activity and thereby, making the plastic
deformation more difficult at smaller grain sizes. [34]

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-5: Atomistic simulation structure of a PC material with a grain diameter of 49 nm
after 10% deformation. [34]
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From Figure 2-5, we can see how the deformation behavior for PC material is governed by
dislocations. Here, blue atoms are the perfect face-centered-cubic crystalline grains; yellow atoms
exhibit stacking faults, and red ones are the atoms in GBs and dislocation cores. From this atomistic
structure, it was stated that new dislocations were generated at the GBs, propagated through the
grains and absorbed at other GBs.
While strength can be dramatically increased by decreasing grain sizes to nanoscale, the
ductility of these materials is disappointingly low. For a typical NC material, ductility can be as
low as 2% elongation, whereas, conventional grain size metals exhibit a large 40% to 60%
elongation, showing higher ductility.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-6: Engineering stress vs. engineering strain curve of NC Cu and coarse-grained Cu
showing the trade-off between strength and ductility. The inset figure shows the stress-strain curve
for consolidated NC Cu. [35]
From Figure 2-6, we can clearly find the difference in both strength and ductility between NC
Cu and coarse-grained Cu. The coarse-grained Cu offers higher elongation at the expanse of lower
strength. On the other hand, NC Cu shows much higher strength with the limitation of ductility.
Therefore, lack of ductility has been the biggest drawback of NC materials with lower grain sizes
despite having numerous potentials in applications due to their hardness and yield strength.
2.2.2. HP breakdown and plasticity in NC metals
The plastic deformation of coarse-grained metals at a relatively low temperature is governed
by the nucleation and motion of dislocations. As grain refinement continues, dislocation activity
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eventually becomes very difficult to occur. With the increment in the volume fraction of interfaces,
GB activities might become more effective and the material becomes softer with further decrease
in the grain size. This effect is known as inverse Hall-Petch effect (IHPE). Wadsworth and Nieh
[36] first predicted that HP relationship would break in various materials after a critical grain size.
As the grain sizes become smaller, they can not withhold more than one dislocation. They proposed
a critical equilibrium spacing between dislocation lc when the HP relationship will not work
anymore.

𝑙𝑐 =

3𝐺𝑏
𝜋(1 − 𝜐)𝐻

(2-3)

According to this theory, if the grain size is smaller than lc, then there will be no dislocation
pile-ups and result in the breakdown of the HP relationship. Typically, this phenomenon is
expected to occur for grain sizes below 20 nm for most metals. [36], [37] In experiments, it was
for the first time reported by Choksi et al. [38] that negative HP slope could be found at the room
temperature for Cu and Pd. This researcher explained these new phenomena citing two reasons: 1.
GB creep occurs at a high rate compared to coarse-grained polycrystalline materials; 2. GB
diffusion is more like to occur because of smaller grain size. Some other experimental
measurements have also shown various deviations from the HP equation. [39], [40]
Along with the softening, the plasticity in the NC materials below the critical size (~ 15 nm
to 20 nm) deviate from the conventional theories. Regarding the deformation mechanism, it was
first proposed by Swyngenhoven et al. [11] that when the grain size is reduced to below a certain
values (~15 nm to 20 nm) GB-mediated plasticity (e.g., GB sliding and/or grain rotation)
substitutes the conventional dislocation nucleation and motion as the dominant deformation
mechanism. Another research from Schiotz et al. [41] also showed that most of the plastic
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deformation in NC materials is due to the large number of sliding events of atomic planes at the
GBs, with a minor part being caused by dislocation activity in the grains.
2.2.2.1. GB sliding
GB sliding is the dominant process in the plasticity of NC materials when the grain size is
below 15 nm. [42]
Figure 2-6 shows a schematic diagram where one layer of grains slide with respect to the other
by producing a shear strain in the process. Plastic deformation has taken place through the
translation of the top layer of grains with respect to the bottom layer of grains.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-6: GB sliding model; (a) initial position of grains; (b) top layer position after
sliding [42]
Van Swygenhoven et al. [43] performed MD simulations to reveal sliding along boundaries
and showed that GB sliding is the primary deformation mechanism in NC materials below 15 nm

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-7: Sectional view of a GB is exhibiting the sliding of the upper grain (grain 14)
relative to the lower grain (grain 1) accompanied by atomic shuffling across the GB. (displacement
vectors show the change in positions of the atoms) [11]
From Figure 2-7, we can see the GB sliding occurring between two grains. It was shown that
GB sliding includes a significant amount of atomic activity either by shuffling of individual atoms
or shuffling between several atoms with a degree of correction. Since the presence of excess free
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volume in the GB region plays an important role in this mechanism, therefore GB sliding is
facilitated by both atomic shuffling and stress-assisted free volume migration. [11]
2.2.2.2. GB rotation
Ma and coworkers [44]–[46] first pointed out the interesting point that nanosized grains
rotate during plastic deformation and they can coalesce along directions of shear and thus, create
a larger path for dislocation movement. This mechanism can lead to the softening of the material.
If the orientations of two neighboring grain match with each other, then the barrier between them,
i.e., the boundary is eliminated and provide a path for more dislocation motion. Figure 2-8 shows
a schematic diagram exhibiting the steps in GB rotation.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-8: Rotation of neighboring grains during plastic deformation and creation of
elongated grain by removal of adjacent GB. [46]
Wang et. al. [47] showed experimentally that for grain size below 6 nm, the plastic
deformation mode turns into grain rotation by involving multiple grains in a collective manner.
2.2.3. Thermo-stability of NC metals
One of the shortcomings of NC material is the lack of thermal stability. [48]–[50] As GBs are
like all defects, they contain excess free energy associated with the deviation from the original or
preferred crystalline arrangement of atoms. As a result, NC materials have a large driving force to
coarsen their grain structure as they tend to reduce the interfacial area inside the materials.
Therefore, pure or elemental NC materials exhibit grain growth to a significant level even at room
temperature. [48] Thus, this loss of thermal stability becomes an obstacle for the practical
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production of NC materials. This problem can be addressed either by the thermodynamic or kinetic
approach. [51] Thermodynamic strategies focus on the thermal stability by reducing the driving
force for grain growth. Weissmuller et al. [52], [53] suggested that adding dopants in the GB could
lead a reduction in the GB energy to almost zero and thus, totally get rid of the driving force for
the grain growth. On the contrary, kinetic strategies prefer to reduce the mobility of the GB atoms
by adding dopants or by introducing a secondary phase to restrict the movement of the interface.
[54], [55] However, between these two approaches, the thermodynamic approach has the upper
hand because it mostly removes the problem of grain growth whereas, kinetic approaches might
break down at high temperatures.
2.3.GB complexion
As we have discussed in the previous sections that despite possessing superior material
properties, NC materials have two major limitations which are (i) limited thermal stability and (ii)
lack of ductility due to HP effects. To obtain a solution of these problems, researchers gave an idea
that tailoring the structure of GB by changing interfacial chemistry may be able to delay the
damage nucleation for the NC materials. It has been recognized that GB changes their intrinsic
properties like structure, chemistry concerning the change of thermodynamic parameters such as
temperature, pressure, chemical potential. [57] As the interface states can be treated
thermodynamically, therefore, a new term ‘complexion’ has been introduced to differentiate
between the interfacial state to its abutting thermodynamic phase. [18] Till now, complexions have
been investigated and implemented in either coarse-grained PC materials or simple bi-crystal
samples. A recent strategy has shown that by segregating dopant atoms, GB can be tailored to
obtain local equilibrium structure and thus, use the concept of complexion to overcome the
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limitations of NC materials. This specific process is termed as GB complexion engineering. We
will discuss about the types of GB complexion and their effect in the following sections.
2.3.1. GB complexion in pure and non-pure metals
The very first work demonstrating the complexion of GB reported by Hart et al. [21] exhibited
complexion stability for two distinct regions and their transition line in a P-T diagram.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-9: An early theoretical GB complexion diagram for a pure material showing the
pressure-temperature (P–T) locus of a complexion transition between two hypothetical
complexions, complexion a (blue region) and complexion b (red region) [56]
Figure 2-9 is a schematics diagram showing a transition between two distinct complexions,
which are complexion α (blue region) and complexion β (pink region), both depicting lowtemperature and high-temperature GB phase respectively. From that onwards, there have been
several types of research to understand how the parameters such pressure (P) and temperature (T)
play a role in the complexion as well as if these parameters can be measured experimentally. But
all these GBs complexion transitions in pure materials consider fixed grain shape and geometrical
parameters to describe the GB. These types of complexion transition are known as ‘congruent’
transitions. Experimentally, they can be only characterized by changes in the atomic structure in
the GB region. However, in experiments, most of the materials contain impurities, and essentially,
congruent transitions occur rarely in a non-pure system. These non-congruent or dissociative types
of complexion are known as ‘wetting transition’.
GB segregation/adsorption is the most crucial factor in a complexion transition of a non-pure
metal. Early theories for GBs adsorption mostly assumed of a monolayer system. [57] However,
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later, a demonstration of adsorption in multiple layers was found accompanied by key changes in
the structure of a GB.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-10: MD and Monte Carlo simulation results that demonstrate intrinsic (a–c) and
extrinsic (d, e) GB complexion transitions at a Σ5(310) boundary in pure Cu (a–c) and Ag-doped
Cu (d, e) [56]
Figure 2-10 shows the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic GB complexion transition at
a Σ5 (310) boundary in both pure Cu (a-c) and a doped system of Ag-Cu (d-e). From Figure (a-c),
during congruent complexion transition, two different boundaries coexist and meet at a single, onedimensional complexion boundary. The structures at the GB region generally known as (c) kites
and (d) split kites. On that contrary, when this same boundary of Cu is doped with Ag, two
completely different structures can be observed which is called ‘monolayer’ and ‘bilayer’. [18]
2.3.2. Discrete complexions
GB complexions can be categorized by their width regarding the number of atomic layers.
Dillon and Harmer [58] studied grain growth kinetics on doped alumina with high -angle annular
dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) to distinguish between
distinct types of GB complexions.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
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Figure 2-11: The six discrete Dillon–Harmer complexions as originally discovered in
undoped and doped (CaO, MgO, SiO2, Nd2O3) Al2O3 (a–f) and analogous examples of discrete
Dillon–Harmer complexions in metallic systems. [58], [59]
As shown in the Figure 2-11, all the discrete complexions can be classified into six categories
based on their thickness, and these are known as Dillon-Harmer complexion categorization
framework. In addition to our previous discussion on monolayer and bilayer, nanolayer
complexions are greater than three layers in thickness, approximately on the order of one or two
nanometers in thickness. This nanolayer is also known as Intergranular films (IGF). The final one,
wetting, is a different one compared to others in this category. It is more like a bulk phase rather
than a complexion. While all the others have a fixed and finite thickness, wetting has an arbitrary
thickness. However, it was suggested by this researcher that even though this framework help to
categorize between different complexions; it is not necessary that all the nanolayers must have the
same thickness. It is possible to have a single type of nanolayer complexion within a given system
as well as there might be multiple types of nanolayers with different thicknesses in a particular
system. These complexions can be classified in another way based on their recognizable
periodicity. It can be an ordered periodicity which types I to IV from Dillon-Harmer complexion.
On the other hand, if the complexion lack ordered periodicity and exhibit long-range order, they
can be regarded as type V and VI.
2.3.3. AIF; a GB complexion form
As discussed in the previous section, complexion type V and VI often exhibit long-range
crystalline order, in which both of them can be considered as AIFs. AIF is an example of GB
complexion that is both distinct in its local structure as well as its effect on material properties.
Amorphous materials were firstly considered for an ideal candidate because of their excess free
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volume. This idea was exhibited by Wang et al. [60] by introducing copper-zirconium NCamorphous nanolaminates. They applied multiple stress-relaxation cycles on their sample and
found that deformation occurs at a much lower stress level in NC-amorphous nanolaminate
compared to the crystalline-crystalline nanolaminates. Further research by the same group showed
with computational simulations that it is possible to achieve an almost elastic-perfectly plastic
behavior without necking. [61] They explained this behavior due to the presence of amorphous
atoms in the GBs as this new phase acts as high capacity sinks for dislocations and so enabling
them to show unique inelastic slip transfer characteristics. An atomistic simulation on the same
nanolaminate system performed by Brandl et al. [62] showed that the interfacial shear of the
amorphous-crystalline interface attracts several dislocations as well as increase their absorptions.
Another research performed on NC-amorphous composites containing 37% crystalline phase by
M. Falk et al. [63] found deformation initiation at the amorphous phase by shear bands and these
bands being blocked at the crystalline interface. However, all these studies used amorphous metal
as the major phase and therefore, leads to the formation of shear banding. Unfortunately, due to
the heavy presence of amorphous phase, these models tend to show limited ductility despite having
higher flow stress.
2.3.4. Formation of AIF
Till date, AIF has been studied and implemented predominantly in either coarse-grained PC
materials or simple bi-crystals. The first experimental report on a strategy for combining both the
concepts of nanostructuring and GB complexion engineering was provided by Rupert et al. [19]
For this experiment, this researcher used Cu-based alloys since Cu is a common face-centred cubic
material and deformation mechanism and properties of pure NC Cu material have been well
studied. Zr was picked as the alloying element, as it segregates to the GB easily and binary Cu-Zr
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alloys have a high glass forming ability. [64], [65] A high-energy ball milling technique was used
to create a Cu-3 atomic % Zr alloy. To diffuse the Zr into the GB, the sample was annealed at
950oc for 1 hour. During the annealing process, the Cu-Zr alloy experiences very little grain
growth because of the reduction in GB energy with Zr segregation. The high-temperature annealing
treatment is useful for the formation of AIF. To ensure the segregation lead into the formation of
AIF; the sample was quickly quenched from 950oc to room temperature.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-12: (a) AIF with thickness of 5.7 nm was observed at the GB after quenching; (b)
GB in a slowly cooled sample.
From Figure 2-12(a), we can see the formation of AIF in the quenched Cu-Zr sample as the
AIF region is quite disoredered from the crystalline part. In contrast, a similar Cu-Zr sample shown
in figure 2-12 (b), which was slowly cooled after annealing at the same high-temperature does not
show the formation of AIF. Crystalline order can still be observed all the way upto the GB.
Although the GB in the sample from Figure 2-12 (b) were heavily segregated with Zr, the lack of
AIFs proves that the amorphous structure shown in Figure 2-12 (a) is only in equilibrium at high
temperature, in line with the thermodynamics of disordered GB complexion.
2.3.5. Effect of AIF in the deformation mechanism of NC metals
Previous studies have shown that a single dislocation can be absorbed by adding a specific
burgers vector and slip plane in the grain. [63], [66], [67] But in the real case, nucleation and
propagation of multiple dislocations occur concurrently and thus leading to the damage of the
material. A first study to understand the effect of the presence of AIF was done by Z. Pan et al.
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[15]. For a simple bi-crystal sample of Cu with the AIF from doped Zr, it was shown in the Figure
2-13 (a) and (b); the unambiguous evidence of having the effect of the AIF.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-13: Distribution of shear strain in (a) clean GB and (b) 1 nm thick AIF. [15]

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-14: Distribution of shear strain at 5.7 nm thick AIF at a shear strain of (a) 2%, (b)
4.5%, (c) 6% and (d) 10% with a shear strain rate of 108 s-1. [15]
From the Figure 2-14, we can see, with the increment of AIF thickness, high strain can be
accumulated without initiating any crack. Finally, this study proposes that the strain concentrations
are accommodated at the AIF by creating a vortex flow around the interface-dislocation
intersection. And this vortex flow increases with the increment of absorbed dislocations till it
reaches the other side of the AIF. Presence of the AIF delay the crack nucleation by spreading the
stress concentration and even after nucleation of the crack, it can suppress the growth.
2.3.6. Effect of AIF in the strength of the material
There have been a few research on the effect of the complexion on the strength of the material.
[19],[68] One of them could conclude the effect of having this complexion or AIFs over ordered
interfaces.[19] By comparing three different micropillars; one with pure Cu ordered interface, the
second one with segregated Cu-Zr ordered interfaces, and the third one being Cu-Zr with AIF.
After the bending test, we can see that strain-to-failure value is the highest for the specimen with
Cu-Zr AIF. For the other two cases, strain-to-failure values are much lower. Moreover, the
micropillar with the Cu-Zr AIF shows the highest strength too. Figure 2-15 shows the differences
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in the mechanical test on the three different NC Cu samples. It is clear that Cu-Zr with AIF exhibits
the highest strain before failure during the bending test. Moreover, the yield stress of this sample
is higher compared to the other two.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-15: Mechanical testing result from NC Cu and Cu-Zr; (a) pure Cu with ordered
interfaces; (d) Cu-Zr with ordered interfaces; (g) Cu-Zr with AIF. (b) to (i) bending test result of
the micropillars.[19]
From Figure 2-16, we can see the concluded data for the effect of AIFs in the strength of the
material. The grey region shows the previous research data on strain-to-failure for Cu and Cu based
alloy. We can see most of the data for Cu and Cu based alloy have a trade-off between strength
and ductility.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 2-16: Direct comparison of the result between Rupert et al. with all previous studies
based on the ductility of Cu and Cu based alloys. [19]
Therefore, by combining both nanostructuring and AIFs, it is possible to achieve both strength
and ductility which overcomes the long conventional drawback of the NC materials.
A further study by the same research group has been performed recently to investigate the
effect of AIFs in the increment of the strength of the material. [69] In this work, the researchers
have investigated the influence of both ordered and disordered complexions in the plastic
deformation mechanism of NC materials. Both complexions are characterized by their excess free
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volume, and they promote dislocation emission by reducing the critical emission stress. On the
other hand, the complexions act as strong pinning regions, and so, they increase the flow stress
required to propagate the dislocations. These pinning regions are caused by ledges and solute atoms
at the GB-complexion region. Therefore, they suggested that dislocation propagation is the ratelimiting mechanism behind the plasticity in NC materials and thus, influence the strength. [69]
The key observations in the previous experimental and simulation studies was to combine
separate techniques of nanostructuring and GB complexion engineering into an effective way to
use AIF effectively in lieu of regular GB. Furthermore, the introduction of NC materials with AIF
will open a new class of material and broaden the suite of material properties that can be obtained.
However, still some investigations are required to be done. Specifically, is there any size effect of
the AIF in the NC metals? Does the deformation mechanism change with the presence of the AIF
in the NC metals? In this thesis, we would to try find these answers with the help of numerical
studies.
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CHAPTER 3 Methodology
3.1.

MD method
The main algorithm used in our research is the MD method. [70] It is a computational method

that uses the classical law of mechanics to calculate the time-dependent behavior of molecules.
Like other computational methods, the main goal of MD is to extend our understanding of
experimental methods. However, in MD simulations, Newton's second law of motions are solved
numerically along with the evolution of time to understand the kinetic and thermodynamic
properties of a system. It is to be mentioned that, MD is very similar to real experiments, in which
the statistical properties are measured for a given system or predicting the average behavior of a
system under one or more known properties. The steps followed in an MD simulation are shown
below:
1. Preparing the sample: At the very beginning, a model needs to be created that contains a
specific number of atoms with specific properties like energy, temperature, volume, etc.
Then this system needs to be initialized by assigning them temperature and initial
velocities.
2. Simulation of the model: Next step is performing the simulation based on the parameters
declared beforehand. In MD, Newton’s equations of motions are solved for the whole
model, and thus, the positions of the atoms are updated accordingly.
3. Characterizing properties: Finally, from the updated positions, the required properties like
temperature, volume, energy can be recorded and extracted.
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3.1.1. Advantages of MD
Computer simulations help to get a better understanding of the structure and properties of a
material. They also serve as complements to conventional experiments. There are many types of
simulations, and among them, MD and Monte Carlo (MC) have upper hands on others due to
their long-range techniques. For our research, we have used MD simulation because of the facts
that MD gives way more dynamical properties of the entire system: time-dependent responses to
perturbations, transport coefficients, rheological properties, and spectra.
Computer simulations act as a link between microscopic length and time scales with the
macroscopic regime. At first, an assumption is provided at the interactions between molecules
and exact predictions are achieved of the bulk properties of the material. These predictions can
be made exact by controlling other parameters of the materials. At the same time, more
information about the bulk material can be obtained through this simulation. However, these
simulations act as a link between experiments in another way too: which is between theory and
experiment. These simulations can test any theory and model and compare the results with
experiments. Another advantage is that simulations can be carried out in extreme environment
parameters such as, elevated temperature and pressure, which might be difficult to obtain in
experiments at some points.

The figure has been removed due to copyright issues
Figure 3-1 Bridge between simulation and experiments[70]
Figure 3-1 shows the link between experiments and simulations, and how simulations can
solve complex practical problems to obtain a solution. Finally, among the other simulation
methods, MD aims to get rid of the redundant parts of the experiments and provide comparable
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results between experiments and modeling.
3.1.2. Molecular dynamics algorithm
In MD simulations, these are the general steps that are being followed: [71]
a. Building the model: The geometry, structure, types of atoms and molecules along with the
interparticle potential are declared in this step.
b. Initializing the model: In the beginning, the constructed model is not considered as a
physical one, as there is no force between the atoms only because of the reason that initial
temperature is 0 K. Therefore, the temperature must be assigned to achieve an equilibrium
model.
c. Assigning temperature: The statistical mechanics is used to assign the temperature in such
a way so that, the whole model obtains the desired temperature following the Gaussian
distribution.
3.1.3. Periodic boundary condition (PBC)
Generally, while simulating a molecular system, the number of particles of the whole
system should be in the order of magnitude of the Avogadro number (~1023 atoms). However,
one of the limitations of MD is that the number of atoms we can simulate (~106 atoms) is farfetched compared to the ideal scenario. Implementation of PBC can alleviate this problem by
considering an infinite array of identical copies of the whole simulation box. [72]
3.1.4. Thermodynamic ensembles
In statistical mechanics, to represent the possible states of a mechanical system in thermal
equilibrium with respect to a heat bath at a fixed temperature, special types of ensembles are
used. As the system exchange energy with the heat bath, the state of the system will differ in total
energy as well. The most common ensembles used in MD are shown below:
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a. Canonical ensemble (NVT): In this system, the distribution of the state is determined by
keeping the temperature absolute. This ensemble depends on mechanical variables such
as the number of particles in the system (N) and the system’s volume (V). This is also
known as NVT ensemble. Therefore, this system keeps the temperature with an average
threshold value by allowing the total energy to fluctuate.
b. Isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT): This one is a statistical mechanical ensemble by
keeping the temperature (T), constant pressure (P) constant along with the number of
particles (N). This system maintains an average value of pressure while fluctuating the
volume of the system.
c. Microcanonical ensemble (NVE): This ensemble system is isolated from the changes in
a number of atoms (N), volume (V) and energy (E). There is no heat exchange is this
system. There is an exchange between potential and kinetic energy by keeping the total
energy conserved.
3.1.5. Embedded atomic method (EAM) potential
The EAM potential is an approximation describing the energy between atoms as a function
of a sum of functions of the separation between an atom and its neighbors. It is one of the most
used potentials or metallic materials. Force-field for EAM is obtained from more accurate
methods such as ab initio or semi-empirical methods.[73] In a simulation, the potential energy
of an atom, i, is given by
𝐸𝑖 = 𝐹𝛼 (𝑖≠𝑗 𝜌𝛽(𝑟𝑖𝑗 )) +

1
 𝜑 (𝑟 )
2 𝑖≠𝑗 𝛼𝛽 𝑖𝑗

1

where 𝑟𝑖𝑗 is the distance between atoms i and j, 𝜑𝛼𝛽 is a pair-wise potential function, 𝜌β is
the contribution to the electron charge density from atom j of type β at the location of atom i, and
F is an embedding function that represents the energy required to place atom i of type α into the
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electron cloud. We have used the EAM for copper (Cu)[74] [75] and copper-zirconium
(CuZr)[76] for this research work.
3.1.

Software

3.1.1. Large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS)
In my research, all the simulations were performed using LAMMPS [71] which met our
requirement for the force field. LAMMPS is an MD program from Sandia National Laboratories
which can work together with Python. For computational efficiency, LAMMPS uses neighbor
lists to keep track of nearby particles. The lists are optimized for systems with particles that are
repulsive at short distances so that the local density of particles never becomes too large. On
parallel computers, LAMMPS uses spatial- decomposition techniques to partition the simulation
domain into small 3d sub-domains, one of which is assigned to each processor. Processors
communicate and store "ghost" atom information for atoms that border their sub-domain.
LAMMPS is most efficient (in a parallel computing sense) for systems whose particles fill a 3D
rectangular box with approximately uniform density.
3.1.2. Ovito
Ovito [76] was used for the visualization and image generation of all atomistic
configurations in my study. It is free atomistic visualization software for all major UNIX
platforms. It can handle more than one million atoms on a PC with 1 GB memory. It is a robust,
low-cost tool for surveying nanostructures and following their evolutions. In my study, all the
result images are generated from Ovito.
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3.2.

Models used in this thesis
We have used three different models for the whole work. At first, we have used a Cu bi-crystal

with AIF shown in Figure 3-2(b). For the simulation and analysis purpose, we have changed the
single crystalline interface orientation to different ranges.

Figure 3-2 : (a) Atomistic configuration of pure NC Cu model with a grain size of 9 nm. This
model contains approximately 2 million atoms. The dimension of the model is 30 x 30 x 30 nm.
(b) Bi-crystal Cu model with the AIF of 2 nm. Orientations for the upper and lower crystals are
indicated on the side of the bi-crystal. (c) NW Cu with a diameter of 20 nm and grain size of 11
nm. This specific model contains the AIF of 1.0 nm. Here, according to common neighbour
analysis, green colored atoms stand for face-centered cubic structure and white colored atoms stand
for unknown coordination structure.
Most of the used models in our research are shown in Figure 3-2(a). For the pure NC Cu
models, we have varied the grain sizes from a smaller size of 3 nm to as high as 17 nm. We have
artificially changed the infrastructure of the Pure NC Cu with the CuZr AIFs and varied the AIF
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thicknesses from 0.5 nm to 1.5 nm. Finally, we have used another model made from our 3D NC
Cu model which is a nanowire (NW) with a grain diameter of 20 nm.
3.2.1. Amorphous CuZr model
It is important to mention that, for all through our work, we have used the same CuZr AIF.
The composition of this film was 64% of Cu and 36%. of Zr. There are a few reasons for choosing
Cu and Zr as our amorphous model. The most important reason is that it is possible to synthesize
this amorphous material in practice because of their large atomic size mismatch. [77]Again Zr has
a high tendency to segregate to the GB of Cu. [78]These two metals have shown good glass
forming ability as well. [79] Finally, one last key reason is large simulation data is available for
the CuZr based amorphous materials. [80]–[82] For making this model, we first built a thin slab of
a crystalline model of Cu. Then we replaced 36% atoms of Cu with Zr. Being consistent with the
literature, we have heated the model applying Nosé and Hoover thermostat method at 2000 K for
150 ps. After the heating and holding period, the model was cooled down to 10 K in three steps.
Firstly, it was cooled down to 1000 K in a rapid cooling rate step (4 K/ps). In the second step, we
have cooled down the model until the glass transition temperature of 700o Celsius in a slow cooling
rate (0.12 K/ps) to ensure that amorphization occurs. [83], [84] Finally, we have quenched the
whole model from 700K to 10 K using a quenching rate of 1.38 K/ps and relaxed by using Nosé
and Hoover thermostat at the same temperature.
Lastly, we have performed a radial distribution function (RDF) analysis [85] to confirm the
validity of our model. It is already established that amorphous materials show a long-range order
instead of short-range of crystalline materials. From Figure 3-3, we can see only one sharp peak
the beginning followed by two or three small peaks before the curve reaches a plateau. [86], [87]
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Figure 3-3: RDF analysis of the amorphous CuZr sample
3.2.2. NC Cu models
For making the 3D NC Cu models, we have used a software named Atomsk. [88] All our 3D
NC Cu models have the same dimension of 30 nm in every direction, i.e., x, y, z directions. At
first, we need to generate a LAMMPS file which contains the unit cell data for Cu by using xtal.
[88] Then, we need to input the data such as dimensions, number of grains to obtain our desired
models. For varying the grain sizes, we have controlled the total number of grains in the models.
Since the dimension of the model is fixed, by changing the number of grains, we can control the
grain size and thus, vary the grain sizes from 3 nm to 17 nm. In Figure 3-2 (a), we can see a pure
3D NC Cu model with a grain size of 9 nm which has been made by this process.
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3.2.3. NC Cu models with AIF
To build our NC Cu models with AIF, at first, we had to make sure all the models mentioned
above have been relaxed to the same temperature. For our simulation set, we have always used 100
K as the final relaxation temperature. Using Ovito, we can remove any type of atoms from the
models. Since Ovito uses a special color code for the visualization of the atoms, we could easily
remove all the atoms from the GB region of the NC Cu models. After that, we have made an
amorphous CuZr model with the exact dimensions from NC Cu models. Using LAMMPS, we can
join both models together and remove the amorphous CuZr atoms from the grain interiors only. In
that way, we would be left with only pure Cu inside the grains and amorphous CuZr at the GB
region. To validate our model, we again performed a heating and quenching process. We have
heated the model to 900 K for 150 ps. After the holding period, we have quenched it to 100 K with
a quenching rate of 0.4 K/ps relaxed by using Nosé and Hoover thermostat at the same temperature.
Thus, we have obtained 3D NC Cu models with AIF.
3.3.

Simulation parameters
We have used two types of temperature in the whole set of simulation; 100 K and 800 K. At

first, to bring the models to the desired temperature, an isobaric thermostat developed by Nosé and
Hoover [89] for 100 𝑛𝑠 was applied to the models. During the simulation to keep the model at the
temperature, canonical NVT thermostat was used. [90] The time step used in this work was 5 𝑓𝑠.
Ovito was used to visualize the atomistic configurations and to determine the different
crystallographic systems (such as FCC, HPC or stacking faults) Common Neighbour Atom (CNA)
[91] method was used. To compute the atomic stresses Virial theorem [71] was applied as follow,
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𝜏𝑖𝑗 =
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in which 𝑘 and 𝑙 are atoms, Ω is the volume of the domain, 𝑚(𝑘) is the mass of atom 𝑘, 𝑢𝑖 is
the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ component of the velocity vector of atom 𝑘, 𝑢̅𝑗 is the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ component of the average velocity
(𝑘)

of atoms in the volume, 𝑥𝑖

(𝑘𝑙)

is the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ component of the position of atom 𝑘 and 𝑓𝑗

is the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ

component of the force applied on atom 𝑘 by atom 𝑙.
Two different loading was used in this research work to apply deformation. Firstly, to apply
shear two thin slabs of atoms were defined as rigid bodies at the top and bottom of the model. The
lower was fixed, and the top was moved in the direction parallel to the GB plane to apply shear on
the GB. Secondly, for tension, we have applied the constant engineering strain rate. This style
changes a dimension of the box at the units of the specified strain rate. We have applied a constant
strain rate of 108/s in the z-direction for 15 ns.

We have used atomic strain modifier from Ovito to analyze our models under tensile loading.
This modifier calculates the atomic-level strain tensors based on two configurations of the system.
[92], [93] The data set to which the modifier is applied is considered the current configuration of
the system. And there is reference configuration of the system which is loaded from a separate
input file by the modifier. OVITO calculates the local deformation gradient tensor F for each
particle from the relative displacements of the particle's neighbors within the given cut-off radius.
It is important that the reference file must contain the same number of particles as the deformed
configuration received by the modifier. To calculate the displacement of a given particle in the
deformed configuration, the modifier needs to find the corresponding particle in the reference
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configuration of the system. If particles possess unique IDs, the modifier will use this information
to map particles from the reference configuration to the current configuration and vice versa. If no
particle IDs are defined, the modifier assumes that particles have the same ordering in both
configurations. Finally, another modifier named color coding is used to map the deformation in
the models. This modifier assigns colors to particles based on one of their properties like potential
energy, shear strain, etc. It thus provides a simple method to visualize scalar per-particle quantities.
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CHAPTER 4 Results and discussion
We have divided this chapter into three sections. The first section discusses the effect of
interface orientation of bi-crystalline Cu with the AIF on the interfacial energy and shear
strength. The second section is about the influence of the AIF in a NC Cu when tensile loading
is being applied. We also discuss the deformation mechanism at lower and higher temperature
in this section. The third section discusses the toughness test of our material by comparing our
result with the previous literature works.
4.1.

Influence of the AIF in bi-crystal Cu

4.1.1. Effect of AIFs in interface energy
We have performed simulations on our pure bi-crystal Cu at first for determining the
interface energy at the beginning. Results for interface energy for the pure Cu bi-crystals have
already been investigated and published by various researchers, and it has been found that
interface energy mostly depends on the orientation of the interface. It has been found that based
on misorientations, these interface energy values can widely vary from a small value of 0.1 J/m2
to almost 1.5 J/m2. [66], [94]–[98] As we wanted to validate our pure bi-crystal Cu models, we
have performed the same simulations at 100 K. In the results of our simulations, we have found
our values for different orientation from 0.1 J/m2 to 1.24 J/m2 which is shown in Figure 4-1.
These values agree with all the previous data published in literature. It is important to mention
that we have chosen these orientations randomly and we have a very special orientation in our
dataset which is (111). [99], [100] As we can see, only for this orientation interface energy value
is the least of them because this misorientation angle forms a particular type of boundary which
is known as the twin boundary. [82], [83] To investigate the effect of amorphous GB in our same
bi-crystal models, we have replaced our regular GB atoms with AIFs shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Effect of (a) Pure Cu GB and (b) AIFs in the Cu bi-crystal models. Orientations of the
planes and energy values are shown in the x and y-axes respectively.
After that, we have applied the same conditions and temperatures for these models and
performed the simulation. To obtain the interface energy, we have used the following equation:

𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑡 = (𝛾𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝛾𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝛾𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠 )/𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑡

3

In this equation, γtotal is the summation of potential energy in a well-relaxed bi-crystal Cu with
AIF model for all atoms and will be referred to as the total energy in this current study. The terms
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γcrystal and γamorphous are the total energy of the crystalline and AIF layers before joining
together, respectively. Sint represents the cross-sectional area of the interface.
The results we have got from these simulations are also shown in the Figure 4-1. It is found
that while using the AIFs, the interface energy values largely change from its pure interface
models, and now all these interface energy values fall in a closed regime which is approximately
from 0.275 J/m2 to 0.295 J/m2. This result opens a new perspective regarding the effect of the
AIF in the interface energy of bi-crystals as well as NC models. Also, from our results, the most
important part we can claim that, by introducing the AIF, these energy values no longer depend
on the misorientation angle. Instead, they make all the models relatively homogenous in terms
of energy. Moreover, as we know from the Gibbs free energy, all the atoms tend to reduce their
energy to achieve stability, we can certainly say that these AIFs have not only made the energy
values fall in a close range but also reduced the values by a significant margin.
4.1.2. Effect of the AIFs under shear loading
We have performed the shear deformation process on the bi-crystal Cu with the AIF at 100 K
in this process. It has been discussed already how we have applied the shear on these models in
chapter 3. For this set of simulations, we have chosen only bi-crystals with the AIF because
deformation mechanism on pure bi-crystal Cu has already been discussed in previous literature.
[103]–[106] For the AIF, we have selected the width as 0.5 nm, 1.0 nm, 2.0 nm and 5.0 nm to
understand not only the effect of the AIFs but also, if there is any size effect of the widths of AIFs.
From Figure 4-2 (a) we can see the shear stress vs. time curve. When the AIF width is 0.5 nm, we
can see sharp peaks. These peaks are similar to the ones when shear is applied on pure bi-crystal
Cu. But these peaks reduce as the GB width is increased gradually. And, we see less sharp and
convoluted peaks instead of the previous one. To do more analysis, we have performed atomic
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strain analysis on these models using Ovito, and we can see the analysis Figures from 4-2 (b) to
(e).

Figure 4-2 – (a) Shear stress-time curve of bi-crystal Cu with AIF varying the AIF width from 0.5
nm to 5 nm; (b) – (e) Atomic strain analysis for the bi-crystal Cu model with the interface
orientation of (113) shown on the right side.
When the AIF thickness is 0.5 nm, after 3 ns of deformation, the interface is already under
high strain, and due to the deformation process, we can see the upper crystalline part sliding with
respect to the lower crystalline part. For 0.5 nm, the atomic fraction for the AIF potion is too low,
and still, this bi-crystal is behaving like a pure bi-crystal Cu. That is why we can see pure sliding
instead of shear when then the AIF width is 0.5 nm. However, with the increment of the AIF width,
atoms at the interface seem to under less strain as they seem to appear as a mixture of red and
white atoms. Although AIF width 1.0 nm and 2.0 nm are still showing partial sliding, we can see
a different deformation process for 5.0 nm AIF width. Here, the atoms at the interface are not under
much strain (referring to the color map) compared to the other models. And, we do not see any
sliding process under deformation for this model too. Because of the presence of the AIF, the
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deformation process starts with the amorphous atoms only which finally will shift to the interface
with given time. Therefore, we can say, by increasing the AIF widths, we can find a different
deformation process compared to the convention pure bi-crystals under shear loading.
4.2.

Effect of the AIF under tensile loading at low temperature (100 K)

4.2.1. Effect of tensile loading on pure Cu interface
In this part, we will discuss the effect of having the AIF in a NC material at a low
temperature of 100 K. In this part of our simulations, to avoid the effect of thermal fluctuation,
we have chosen 100 K as our fixed temperature. In the beginning, we have applied tensile loading
on the pure NC Cu models. The method of applying tensile loading has been discussed in chapter
3. For this part of the simulation, we wanted to investigate the effect of grain sizes of the models.
Therefore, we have varied the models from a relatively smaller grain size of 3 nm to higher grain
sizes of 5 nm, 7 nm, 9 nm, 11 nm, 15 nm and 17 nm. The results for this simulation have been
exhibited at Figure 4-3 (a). As we can see from this part of the figure, while applying tensile
loading on these grain sizes, from a grain size of 3 nm to 15 nm, there has been an increase in
the stress value; specially if we consider the peak stress values, we can look up in the region and
say that these values are changing from 1.5 GPa to almost 1.8 GPa.
However, when we move to the grain size of 17 nm, we can certainly see a drop at the whole
stress level. This phenomenon has already been established and explained by several researchers,
famously known as IHPE. As we have discussed in the literature review, while applying to load
on a NC model, it is very much possible to see this kind drop in the stress level while we are
increasing the grain size from a smaller value to a larger one. Moreover, the values we have got
from the simulation, they do agree with previous data both from experiments and on a NC model,
it is very much possible to see this kind drop in the stress level while we are increasing the grain
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size from a smaller value to a larger one.

Figure 4-3: Stress-strain curve of NC Cu at 100 K varying grain sizes from 3 nm to 17 nm
with (a) pure Cu GB; (b) AIF with 0.5 nm thickness; (c) AIF with 1.0 nm thickness and (d) AIF
with 1.5 nm thickness.
Moreover, the values we have got from the simulation, they do agree with previous data
both from experiments and we can see a trend of strong strain hardening for this grain size which
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is not typical for all other grain sizes. Instead, we do see a lot of ups and downs in the peaks
which stand for dislocations. The reason is due to smaller grain sizes in the NC model; it might
be possible that we do not see many dislocations nucleating and propagating through the grains
due to the lower temperature. However, with the increment of the grain sizes, we do see more
activity of dislocations.
4.2.2. Effect of tensile loading on the AIF
In this part, the same approach of tensile loading has been applied to the NC models with
the AIF. Again, we have varied the grain sizes from a smaller value of 3 nm to 17 nm to
investigate the grain size effect. Moreover, we have varied our AIF thickness as well in this part
to see if the thicknesses of AIFs have any effects under the tensile loading. From Figure 4-3(b),
we can see the stress-strain curve for NC Cu with an AIF thickness of 0.5 nm. We have kept the
AIF thickness fixed and varied the grain diameter from 3 nm to 17 nm like previously and thus
applied the same strain rate (108/s) for all the simulation models. However, we could not include
all the grain sizes such as 3 nm and 5 nm when we changed the AIF thickness to 1.0 nm and 1.5
nm. When we increase the AIF thickness in those very small grain sizes, the percentage of the
amorphous atoms increases to a very high level turning the whole model as a different composite.
Therefore, if we apply the tensile loading, we would only find the deformation mechanism of
the AIF only. As we can see from the trends in the curve of Figure 4-3(b), the first thing that has
changed in this part compared to the pure interfaces is the value of stress level. While the range
for the stress value was around 1.4 GPa to 1.9 Gpa for the previous case, here we can see an
increment in the stress value from 1.65 GPa to 2.3 GPa approximately. Moreover, we do see that
there have been fewer dislocations when the grain size is smaller, but with the increment in grain
size, we do find higher dislocations. The same type of parameters has been applied to our next
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set of simulations when we have changed the AIF thickness from 0.5 nm to 1.0 nm and 1.5 nm.
We can see the stress-strain curves for these AIFs thicknesses in Figure 4-3 (c) and (d)
respectively. Again, for both thicknesses, we do see an increment in the stress level. Most
importantly, we can see the shift in the yield stress value from 15 nm to 17 nm of grain diameter
with all these three AIFs thicknesses. It means even if we changed our interfaces to AIFs
thicknesses, we have achieved a higher stress level, but our models still agree with the
conventional IHPE. More scrutinized effect of grain diameters and AIFs thicknesses will be
discussed in the next section.
4.2.3. Effect of grain sizes and AIFs thicknesses under tensile loading (flow stress)
As we have discussed the stress-strain curves in our previous section, now we will
investigate the effect of having various grain diameter along with the change in the AIFs
thicknesses with respect to flow stress.
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Figure 4-4: (a) Flow stress vs. gain diameter curve showing grain sizes from 3 nm to 17 nm with
AIF thickness from 0.5 nm to 1.5 nm including pure NC Cu at 100 K; (b) yield stress vs. grain
diameter graph with the same parameters at 100 K.
In previous literature, researchers have used the term of flow stress with various strain
values. However, in general, most of them have agreed upon the same definition which is flow
stress depicts the strain regime where the plastic deformation of a NC material occurs under any
mechanical loading. [34], [107] For our cases, if we again look at Figure 4-3 (a-d), we do see
that most of the part of the plastic deformation occurs under a strain of 5.5% to 10% mostly.
Therefore, we have chosen this range for our flow stress region and thus, averaged the values
that fall under this region to obtain the individual flow stress value for each grain diameter with
three types of interface thicknesses. If we look at Figure 4-4, the black trend line exhibits the
change in flow stress with the variation in grain diameter when the interface is pure Cu. As
explained before, we do see the increment in the flow stress values as the grain diameter increases
from 3 nm to 9 nm, and then there is a sharp drop from 15 nm to 17 nm. From this trendline, the
IHPE phenomenon is way more visible. The other three trendlines exhibit the flow stress values
for the three different AIFs thicknesses. When the AIF thickness is 0.5 nm, we see that for a
grain diameter of 3 nm and 5 nm, flow stress value is shifting between this AIF thickness and
pure Cu interface. With further increment in the grain diameter, we find the difference in the
flow stress to a more significant margin. Moving to AIF thickness of 1.0 nm, we find a whole
different scenario in this case. Till the grain diameter becomes 11 nm, NC models with pure Cu
interface have higher flow stress values, but a significant shift occurs in 15 nm, and the sudden
drops occur in 17 nm. Moreover, for the final case, we see a very similar trendline for the NC
model with 1.5 nm AIF. Another thing we can highlight from these graphs that except for lower
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grain sizes, i.e., 5 nm or 7 nm, we see an overall increment in strength for all AIFs thicknesses.
In practical, it is relatively easier to synthesize a material with a dimension of tens. Therefore, it
will be easier to synthesize a NC Cu material with AIFs that exhibit higher strength. Considering
all the facts, we can finally state that, by introducing AIFs in the NC materials, it is possible to
achieve a higher flow stress. For an optimum size of grain diameter and AIFs, it is possible to
obtain a stronger NC material compared to its pure interface thickness materials.
4.2.4. Effect of grain sizes and AIFs thicknesses under tensile loading (Yield stress)
Moving onto the next part, now we are comparing between the yield stress values between
the pure NC Cu material with the NC Cu with three different AIFs thicknesses shown in Figure
4-4 (b). By considering the yield stress, we can directly compare between their deformation
initiation time. From the simulation data set, we have chosen 0.2% offset of the stress values to
find the yield stress and thus, plotted the graph. For pure NC Cu, we can see a steady increment
in the yield stress value from 3 nm to 11 nm, retaining this value and then a sharp drop from 15
nm to 17 nm. Like all our previous results, this trendline agrees with other published value in the
literature. [34], [107], [108] However, we do have a completely different trend when it comes to
AIF thickness of 0.5 nm. For the smaller grain sizes, there is an up and down in the yield stress
values up to 9 nm, but after that, there is a sharp increment from 2.05 GPa to 2.22 GPa. If we
compare the value between AIF thickness 0.5 nm to pure NC Cu model, there is a distinguishable
difference in the yield stress value which is 1.9 GPa to 2.22 GPa due to typical solute segregation
and strengthening. Although this yield stress value seems to drop slightly for the other two types
of AIF, however, these values are still ahead compared to pure NC Cu by a clear margin. It is
important to mention that for all the models, the IHPE increases from 15 nm to 17 nm has been
consistent. Finally, from these results, we can again confirm that, for an optimum grain diameter
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with AIF thickness, it is possible to obtain a NC Cu model with higher strength.
4.2.5. Effect of the AIFs under tensile loading at high-temperature (800 K)
To understand the impact of the AIF during high-temperature tensile loading, we have
selected the same models and heated them up to a temperature of 800 K. For applying heat, we
have followed the NPT method. After that, we have applied the same rate of strain (108/s) to all
these models. Results are given in the following figure:

Figure 4-5: (a) Flow stress vs. gain diameter curve showing grain sizes from 3 nm to 17 nm with
AIF thicknesses from 0.5 nm to 1.5 nm including pure NC Cu (black) at 800 K; (b) yield stress vs.
grain diameter graph with the same parameters at 800 K.
The first findings we can get from both graphs; Figure 4-5 (a) and (b); we can find the IHPE
relationships even at the high temperature. We can see the shift in stress (both flow and yield) from
15 nm to 17 nm. This shift in the stress matches with our previous simulation data. So, temperature
does not have any impact on the IHPE relationship. However, if we look at the stress values, we
do see different values compared to the data at 100 K. Here, in both cases, flow stresses and yield
stresses have decreased. The main reason behind this phenomenon is the thermal effects of the
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high-temperature; and so, the whole structure gets weaker. Furthermore, if we compare the values
among the pure NC Cu to NC Cu with the AIFs, we do find that, models with AIF thickness of 0.5
nm and 1.0 nm exhibit higher strength in both cases. Although AIF 1.5 nm show less strength
compared to all the other models. Since the amorphous material is originally from the metallic
glass; the amorphous layer seems to be soft at the high-temperature specially if the temperature is
close to or higher than its glass transition temperature. This is the main reason for not obtaining a
higher strength when we have an AIF thickness of 1.5 nm.
4.2.6. Effect of the AIF in the deformation mechanism
We have seen that by substituting the AIFs instead of regular GBs, there has been a
significant change in the flow stress as well as yield stress of the materials. To investigate the
main reason for this effect, we have analyzed both changes in AIF thickness and grain size.
4.2.7. Effect while changing the AIF thickness
To understand the impact of the AIF, we have selected grain sizes of 17 nm out of our all
models. One of the reasons for choosing this size is to understand the core deformation
mechanism going right after the IHPE occurs. Along with this grain size for pure NC Cu, we
have analyzed three AIFs thicknesses from 0.5 nm to 1.5 nm. For the analysis, we have
implemented atomic strain analysis. From Figure 4-6(a), we see the pure NC Cu model after
15% strain at 100 K. The red bands shown in the images are exhibiting the GB regions and the
white show the dislocations. At a high strain of 15%, we can see lots of dislocations nucleating
and propagating through the grains which are expected from previous results. If we look at the
Figure 4-3(a), for grain diameter of 17 nm, we do see lots of peaks which stand for these
dislocations. After substituting this pure GB with the AIFs, we find different results. When the
AIF thickness is 0.5 nm, the GB has not formed into AIF completely, rather it exhibits behavior
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close to pure crystalline part. That is why we still see a sizable number of dislocations. But
moving on the higher AIF thickness, we can see fewer dislocations. Especially, at the AIF
thickness of 1.5 nm, the number of dislocations propagating through the grain sizes are the least.
The same analysis has been done on models at 800 K, and we can see the result of the analysis
from Figure 4-6(b).

Figure 4-6 Atomic strain analysis for NC Cu with pure GB and AIFs thicknesses from 0.5 nm to
1.5 nm at (a) 100 K and (b) 800 K. The red atom bands depict for the GB areas whereas the white
lines stand for the dislocations. All these images are at a strain of 15%.
The similar trend can be seen in Figure 4-6 (b). As the AIF thickness increases, fewer
dislocations can be observed. At high temperature, GB activity act as the dominant mechanism
over dislocation nucleation and propagation. That is why we can see more GB activity along
with a few dislocations.
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4.2.8. Effect while changing the grain size
To investigate the deformation mechanism of the NC Cu with the AIFs, we studied the effect
of different grain sizes keeping the AIF thickness same for all of them, i.e., 1.0 nm. From Figure
4-7 (a), we see the atomic strain analysis for the models at 100 K. After 15% strain, we see fewer
dislocations propagating through the grain when the grain size is only 5 nm. As the grain size
increases, it is expected to find more dislocation activities because of the volume fraction of atoms
in the GB areas. And, we find the same GB activities in our models. When the grain size is smaller,
more GB activity can be observed instead of dislocations due to the presence of a higher percentage
of AIFs. With the increment of the grain sizes, we do see more dislocation activities. The same
behavior can be seen when the temperature is 800 K. When the grain size is smaller, due to hightemperature, a high amount of GB activity can be observed from the Figure 4-7 (b).
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Figure 4-7 exhibits the atomic strain analysis for NC Cu varying grain sizes from 5 nm to 17 nm
with the same AIF of 1.0 nm at (a) 100 K and (b) 800 K. The red atom bands depict for the GB
areas whereas the white lines stand for the dislocations. All these images are at a strain of 15%.
However, with the increment of grain sizes, we see more dislocations. It is notable that, at 800
K, we see fewer dislocations even in higher grain sizes compared to 100 K. As GB activity is
dominant over dislocation mechanism at the high temperature, we can see more GB activity along
with fewer dislocations. Therefore, we can state that it is possible to differentiate between the
effects of the AIFs when both grain sizes and AIF thicknesses are different.
4.2.9. Deformation of NC Cu with AIF under creep
To understand the thermal stability and deformation behavior of the NC with the AIFs under
a prolonged deformation process, we have performed a high-temperature creep test on our model.
Again, for this simulation test, we have chosen a grain size of 11 nm. As for the parameters, we
have used a high-temperature of 800 K, deformed them under the constant pressure of 0.5 GPa
and let the deformation process run for 25 ns. From Figure 4-8 (b) and (c), we can distinguish
between the effect of having the AIF. Figure 4-8 (b) exhibits the pure NC Cu sample before and
after the deformation process. We can see that after 25 ns of constant deformation, not only
dislocations can be found, but also the grain shapes have deformed completely due to grain
growth. It is anticipated that under constant deformation at high-temperature, NC Cu will go
through severe plastic deformation. However, from the figure (c), which show the NC Cu with
the AIF of 1.0 nm, even after 25 ns tensile loading on it, neither it has shown any deformation
nor any grain growth. Furthermore, the grain shapes have entirely retained their position.
Therefore, it can be stated that using the AIF, under the high-temperature and prolonged
deformation process, we can overcome the effect of grain growth in NC Cu material.
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Figure 4-8: (a) Strain vs. time curve for the grain size of 11 nm with pure GB and AIF thickness
of 0.5 nm to 1.5 nm; (b) Pure NC Cu models before and after the creep test; (c) AIF of 1. 0 nm
before and after the creep test. Here, according to common neighbour analysis, green colored
atoms stand for face-centered cubic structure and white colored atoms stand for unknown
coordination structure.
Again, to confirm the characteristics of these models, we have completed the creep test on
all our models and saw the differences in the Figure 4-8 (a). For both AIFs thicknesses of 0.5 nm
and 1.0 nm, the strain has been reached only 0.9% and 1.5% respectively. On the contrary, it
might be interesting to find that, for the AIF thickness of 1.5 nm, a much higher deformation has
been observed, which is more than the pure NC Cu. The reason behind this characteristic is that
1.5 nm AIF NC Cu contains a more significant portion of amorphous atoms in their GB region
which leads to a more substantial portion out of all atoms in the model. This model contains
almost 47% of atoms consisted of the AIF portion. The amorphous material becomes very soft
at high-temperature, and so, after this prolonged deformation process, it is very likely to see a
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higher deformation in the end.
However, it is important to mention that, even after this much high strain, we do not see any
dislocation activity which is undoubtedly due to the presence of AIF in the GB region. So, the
deformation is no longer governed by the dislocations anymore.
4.3.

Comparison of NW with AIF strength between literature and our work
Finally, to compare our results with previous literature results, especially for the direct

comparison with the work from Rupert et al. [19] , we have made a NW out of our 3D NC Cu
containing the AIF with a diameter of 20 nm. There are two reasons behind the selection; firstly,
in MD, it is computationally challenging to run the simulation of our 3D models till fracture.
Secondly, we have results from the literature of NW Cu with AIF to compare our results with
previous ones. Then, we have chosen 100 K as our temperature in this simulation to continue
our previous work. After that, we have performed the same tensile test until fracture on this
simulation model with the grain size of 11 nm. We have applied a strain of 108/s in the z-direction
of the model.
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Figure 4-9: (a) Stress-strain curve of NC Cu NW with a grain diameter of 20 nm. Pure Cu
GBs have been substituted with the AIFs and varying the AIFs thicknesses from 0.5 nm to 1.5 nm
at 100 K. (b) Strain-to-failure vs. stress or toughness curve for the same models. All the previous
mechanical loading results on Cu, Cu alloys fall in the filled grey region. Here, according to
common neighbour analysis, green colored atoms stand for face-centered cubic structure and white
colored atoms stand for unknown coordination structure.
In Figure 4-9 (a), we can see the stress-strain curve from this tensile test. For the pure NC
Cu that it has deformed completely and fractured at the end with a strain of 9.5%. On the other
hand, for the simulation models with the AIF, we do see different results. Although all of them
have fractured at the end of the deformation process, the strain percentage is much higher
compared to pure NC Cu NW. Among these three AIFs thicknesses, AIF 1.0 nm show the highest
strain followed by AIF of 0.5 nm and 1.5 nm.
From the Figure 4-9 (a), we have extracted the area under the curve for all the simulation
models and put the values in table 1.
Table 1: Values of toughness of Cu NW with different AIFs
GB thickness (nm)

Toughness (x109) (J-m-3)

0.5

19

1.0

24.5

1.5

17

NC Cu

13.75

From table 1, we can clearly see the difference in the toughness values from our models.
Pure NC Cu NW shows the lowest toughness value whereas, Cu NW with 1.0 nm AIF shows
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the highest toughness among all of them followed by 0.5 nm and 1.5 nm AIFs thicknesses.
Lastly, to verify our results with the literature [19], we have compared the values between
strain-to-failure with yield strength. Figure 4-9 (b) shows the strain-to-failure vs. yield stress of
our simulation models. As consistent with the previous results, when the AIF thickness is 1.0
nm, we see the highest strength, as well as ductility, has been achieved. If we compare this data
with the work of Rupert et al.[19], we find that our models are consistent with their work in terms
of toughness. Not only that, by varying the AIF thickness, we have obtained higher strength
compared to the previous work. Moreover, it might seem that the overall ductility is lower in our
models compared to other literature reports; especially for pure Cu ones, it is important to
mention that our simulation temperature was only 100 K. It has been already reported the effect
of lower temperature that it decreases the overall ductility of NWs. [109]–[112]
Lastly, it has been the long-term drawback of the NC metals that they show a trade-off
between strength and ductility. But we have shown that by creating AIF instead of pure GB in
NC metals, it is possible to obtain both higher strength and ductility, i.e., a high toughness
material.
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CHAPTER 5 Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Main findings and concluding remarks
The purpose of this research was to explore the effect of AIF in the Cu-Zr system, specially
in the bulk material. The following studies have been carried out in this research with MD
simulations:
•

The influence of AIF in the interface energy of bi-crystal Cu.

•

The influence of AIF in bi-crystal Cu under shear loading.

•

Study of size dependent strength in NC Cu with the variation in thicknesses of AIFs.

•

Study of deformation mechanism of NC Cu with the presence of AIF both at lower
and higher temperatures.

•

Toughness test of NW with the AIF.

Based on these studies, the following findings has been found:
•

The AIF has a significant role in the interface energy. While the GB energy depends
on the orientation of the interface, by introducing the AIF, energy values fall in a close
range instead of a scattered one. Therefore, we can say the AIF reduce the interface
energy, and orientation dependence is not observed anymore.

•

Sliding is observed for the pure bi-crystal Cu.

•

Strong dependence on the grain sizes and AIFs thicknesses have been observed at both
lower and higher temperature.

•

Due to the presence of AIF, deformation behavior of NC Cu with AIF have inclined
more to GB activity rather than conventional dislocation mechanism.
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•

After the high-temperature creep test, NC Cu with AIF retain their grain shapes due to
the presence of the AIF and thermal stability has been observed.

•

From the tensile test of NC Cu NW, we do find that by including the AIF, not only the
strength of the models have increased, but also we see a higher ductility.

•

Finally, among all the AIF thicknesses, we do find that, for an optimum size of 1.0 nm,
the NC Cu materials with the AIF exhibit superior material property.

Considering the research hypotheses in section 1.3, the concluding remarks are stated as
follows:
•

It was found that the presence of AIF makes the mateial relatively homogenous in
terms of interface energy and orientation dependence can not be observed anymore.

•

A strong influence of the grain sizes and AIF thicknesses was found in the strength of
materials causing a shift in the strongest grain size to a larger size. Moreover, high
toughness has been confirmed due to the presence of AIF which is consistent with the
previous experimental results.

•

It was also found that AIF can play a key role in the thermal stability of the NC
material. Furthermore, a change in the deformation physics due to effect of AIF has
been found shifting from dislocation mechanism to GB activity.

5.2 Recommendations for future works
The future work of this study will be focused on:
•

Study the crack propagation of NC materials with the presence of AIF.

•

Investigate the effect of AIF in NC materials under shock.
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Based on the work presented in this thesis, one conference talk and one journal manuscript
(to be submitted) have been produced.
•

Size-dependent strength and plasticity in nanocrystalline metal with amorphous grain
boundary, Afzal Hossain Neelav and Chuang Deng, TMS 2018, Phoenix, AZ, USA.

•

Size-dependent plasticity in nanocrystalline metals with amorphous complexion, Afzal
Hossain Neelav and Chuang Deng, manuscript in preparation.
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